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1. Introduction
The inverse eigenvalue problem (IEP) is to construct (or, more generally, show the existence of) a
matrix A ∈ Rn×n with a prescribed spectrum {λ1, λ2, . . . , λn}, where λi are some real (or complex)
numbers. The problem becomes challenging, when additional requirements for the matrix A are pre-
scribed: it should be symmetric, with a prescribed diagonal, with nonnegative elements, e.g., in such
cases we are looking for conditions on the given numbers λi, such that a matrix with prescribed spec-
trum and required properties will exist. Of particular interest is a constructive proof, since the inverse
eigenvalue problem is encountered in practical applications, particularly by studying oscillations with
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prescribed eigenfrequencies. For more details on the inverse eigenvalue problem and various special
problems consider the monograph [4]. Such a problem of interest is the symmetric nonnegative in-
verse eigenvalue problem (SNIEP), where thematrix should be symmetric with nonnegative elements
(see, e.g., [3,10] and references therein).
A matrix D ∈ Rn×n is an Euclidean distance matrix (EDM), if there exist points x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈
R
r (r ≤ n), such that dij = ‖xi − xj‖22 for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n [7,11]. These matrices were intro-
duced by Schoenberg in [11]when studying positive definite functions, and have received considerable
attention. They are used in applications in geodesy, economics, genetics, psychology, biochemistry, en-
gineering, etc., where frequently a question is stated, which properties do the points xk possess if only
interpoint distance information is known. Some examples can be found in [5]. Euclidean distance ma-
trices are symmetric, have a zero diagonal (thus the sum of their eigenvalues is zero) and precisely
one positive eigenvalue (for a nonzero matrix). Besides [1,2] not much on eigenvalues of Euclidean
distance matrices is known. In the paper [7], a conjecture was stated, that for arbitrary numbers
λ1 > 0 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ · · · ≥ λn, such that ∑ni=1 λi = 0, there exists an EDM with the spectrum{λ1, λ2, . . . , λn}. In the same paper, the conjecture was confirmed for the dimensions n, for which
there exists a Hadamardmatrix of size n. The same holds true for its successor n+1, and also for n+2
if n = 4, 8, 12, 16. So the smallest open problem is n = 7. The existence of Hadamard matrices is an
interesting hard problem by itself, and currently the smallest open problem is n = 668. Some recent
applications of the results of [7] can be found, e.g., in [8,9] and the references therein.
The goal of this paper is twofold. For a given set of reals λ1 > 0 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ · · · ≥ λn, such that∑n
i=1 λi = 0, we construct a symmetric nonnegative matrix with zero diagonal and eigenvalues λi.
Then we tackle the inverse eigenvalue problem for Euclidean distance matrices, which are a subclass
of such matrices. Some results from [7] are enhanced, and an idea of the construction is carried on
from the case n = 3. The limitations of the construction are considered and the paper is concluded by
some examples. The construction can perhaps shed a light on some other approach how to tackle IEP
EDM in general.
2. A solution of SNIEP
Let λ1, λ2, . . . , λn be given reals, such that
∑n
i=1 λi = 0 and
λ1 > 0 = λ2 = λ3 = · · · = λ−1 > λ ≥ · · · ≥ λn, 2 ≤  ≤ n. (1)
Note that for  = 2, λi < 0, i = 2, 3, . . . , n.
Let e := [1, 1, . . . , 1]T denote the vector of ones of an appropriate dimension, and let
v :=
[
1√
−1e
T , 1
]T
∈ R,
and further,
ρk :=
√√√√√λk · k∑
i=
λi, k = ,  + 1, . . . , n,
vk :=
[
−ρk
λk
· uTk−1, 1
]T
, k =  + 1,  + 2, . . . , n,
where
uk := vk‖vk‖2 , k = ,  + 1, . . . , n.
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Now let us construct a family of symmetric nonnegative matricesMk ∈ Rk×k as follows:
M :=
⎡
⎢⎣ 0 −
λ√
−1e
− λ√
−1e
T 0
⎤
⎥⎦ ,
Mk :=
⎡
⎣ Mk−1 ρkuk−1
ρku
T
k−1 0
⎤
⎦ , k =  + 1,  + 2, . . . , n. (2)
Firstly, let us recall the following Lemma, introduced in [6].
Lemma 1 [6]. Let A be a symmetric m × m matrix with eigenvalues α, α2, . . ., αm, and let u be a unit
eigenvector corresponding to α. Let B be a symmetric n × n matrix with eigenvalues β, β2, . . . , βn, and
let v be a unit eigenvector corresponding to β . Then for any ρ , the matrix
C =
⎡
⎣ A ρ uvT
ρ vuT B
⎤
⎦
has eigenvalues α2, α3, . . . , αm, β2, β3, . . . , βn, γ1, γ2, where γ1, γ2 are eigenvalues of the matrix⎡
⎣α ρ
ρ β
⎤
⎦ .
ThematrixMn is a solution of the symmetric nonnegative inverse eigenvalue problem for the given
data (1).
Theorem 2. The matrix Mn, defined in (2), has eigenvalues λ1, λ2, . . . , λn, and the normalized Perron
eigenvector un.
Remark 1. The results of the theorem hold true for all matrices Mk , k = ,  + 1, . . . , n. They have
eigenvalues −∑ki= λi, λ2, λ3, . . . , λk and the normalized Perron eigenvector uk .
Proof. Firstly, let us consider the matrixM. The matrix
⎡
⎣ 0 e
eT 0
⎤
⎦
has an eigenvalue
√
 − 1 and the corresponding eigenvector [1/√ − 1 eT , 1]T . Thus, since
rankM = 2 and it has a zero diagonal, the matrix M has eigenvalues −λ, 0, . . . , 0, λ, and the
normalized Perron eigenvector is u = 1/
√
2 v.
Now let us proceed inductively. Let  < k ≤ n and by inductive supposition let the matrix Mk−1
have eigenvalues −∑k−1i= λi, λ2, λ3, . . . , λk−1 and the normalized Perron eigenvector uk−1.
For A = Mk−1, α = −∑k−1j= λj , αi = λi, i = 2, 3, . . . , k − 1, u = uk−1, B = 0, β = 0, v = 1
and ρ = ρk , by Lemma 1 the matrix Mk has eigenvalues λ2, λ3, . . . , λk−1, γ1, γ2, where γ1 and γ2
are the eigenvalues of the matrix
⎡
⎣−∑k−1i= λi ρk
ρk 0
⎤
⎦ .
A quick calculation confirms that γ1 = −∑ki= λi and γ2 = λk .
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To show that the normalized Perron eigenvector of the matrix Mk is uk , it is enough to verify that
Mkvk = −∑ki= λi vk . A straightforward computation yields
Mkvk =
⎡
⎣−ρkλk Mk−1uk−1 + ρkuk−1
−ρ2k
λk
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣
(
−∑ki= λi) (−ρkλk
)
uk−1
−∑ki= λi
⎤
⎦ = − k∑
i=
λi · vk.
Now take k = n, use the fact that the eigenvalue sum is zero, and the proof is complete. 
3. Construction of Euclidean distance matrix
Let us recall a method for construction of Euclidean distance matrices from [7]. Since there is a slip
in the proofs of the following theorems in [7], we will give slightly enhanced results, which provide
somemore details. In order for the results to be self-contained, we list the proofs from [7] and consider
the special cases, too.
Theorem 3 [7]. Let D ∈ Rn×n be a nonzero EDM with Perron eigenvalue r and the corresponding nor-
malized Perron eigenvector u. Let Dw = e,wTe  0 and ρ > 0. Then the matrix
Dˆ =
⎡
⎣ D ρu
ρuT 0
⎤
⎦
is EDM iff ρ ∈ [α−, α+], where
α± := r/(uTe ∓
√
reTw). (3)
Remark 2. Note that the denominator in (3) can be zero if u = 1/√n e. In this case, take α+ = ∞.
Remark 3. Note that the Perron eigenvector u is used in construction, thus special EDMs are obtained.
In general, an arbitrary nonnegative vector should be considered instead.
Proof. By [7, Theorem 2.2] the matrix Dˆ is EDM iff it has precisely one positive eigenvalue and there
exists a vector wˆ ∈ Rn+1, such that Dˆwˆ = e and wˆTe ≥ 0.
By Lemma 1 the spectrum of Dˆ consists of n − 1 nonpositive eigenvalues of the matrix D and the
eigenvalues of the matrix
⎡
⎣ r ρ
ρ 0
⎤
⎦ ,
which are (r ±
√
r2 + 4ρ2)/2. Since
√
r2 + 4ρ2 > r, the matrix Dˆ has only one positive eigenvalue.
Let us define
wˆ :=
⎡
⎣w −
(
uT e
r
− 1
ρ
)
u
1
ρ
(
uTe − r
ρ
)
⎤
⎦ .
Then Dˆwˆ = e.
Now we are left to determine values ρ , such that eT wˆ ≥ 0, where
eT wˆ = eTw − 1
r
(uTe)2 + 2
ρ
(uTe) − r
ρ2
. (4)
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If u = 1√
n
e, thenw = 1
r
e and
eT wˆ = 1
ρ2
(
2ρ
√
n − r
)
.
Thus eT wˆ  0 iff ρ  r
2
√
n
. Since
α± = r√
n ∓ √n ,
eT wˆ ≥ 0 iff ρ ∈ [α−, α+] = [ r
2
√
n
,∞].
Let
κ := − 1
rρ2
(
(uTe)2 − r(eTw)) .
For u 	= 1√
n
e, the Eq. (4) can be rewritten as
eT wˆ = κ
⎛
⎝ρ − r
uTe −
√
r(eTw)
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝ρ − r
uTe +
√
r(eTw)
⎞
⎠ .
The inequality eT wˆ  0 holds true iff ρ lies between zeros α− and α+ of the obtained quadratic
equation.
The interval [α−, α+] for ρ is well defined. From Dw = e it follows that uTDw = uTe and
uTD = ruT yields uTDw = ruTw. Thus ruTw = uTe. Let r > 0  λ2  λ3  · · ·  λn denote the
eigenvalues of EDM D and let u, u2, u3, . . . , un be the corresponding normalized eigenvectors. The
spectral decomposition of the matrix D, i.e.,
D = ruuT + λ2u2uT2 + λ3u3uT3 + · · · + λnunuTn,
yields
wTe = r(wTu)2 + λ2(wTu2)2 + · · · + λn(wTun)2  r(wTu)2 = (u
Te)2
r
.
Therefore
(uTe)2 ≥ rwTe. (5)
Since u is Perron eigenvector, uTe > 0, hence uTe 
√
rwTe. Therefore uTe ± √rwTe  0 and
α±  0 follows. 
The next result generalizes the previous one.
Theorem 4 [7]. Let D1 ∈ Rk×k and D2 ∈ R× be nonzero EDMs. Let D1u = r1u, D2v = r2v, where
r1 and r2 are Perron eigenvalues for D1 and D2, and u and v are the corresponding normalized Perron
eigenvectors. Let w1 and w2 be vectors, such that D1w1 = e, wT1e  0, and D2w2 = e, wT2e  0. Take
ρ > 0, ρ2 	= r1r2, and construct a matrix
Dˆ =
⎡
⎣ D1 ρuvT
ρvuT D2
⎤
⎦ .
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If u = 1√
k
e and v = 1√

e, then Dˆ is EDM iff ρ2 > r1r2 and
ρ  r2
2
√
k

+ r1
2
√

k
.
Otherwise Dˆ is EDM iff ρ2 > r1r2,
β :=
(
(uTe)2 − r1wT1e − r1wT2e
) (
(vTe)2 − r2wT1e − r2wT2e
)
 0
and ρ lies in the interval
[
α−, α+
]
, where
α± := (u
Te)(vTe) ± √β
(uT e)2
r1
+ (vT e)2
r2
− eTw1 − eTw2
.
Proof. Take a vector w1 ∈ Rk , such that D1w1 = e, wT1e  0, and a vector w2 ∈ R, such that
D2w2 = e, wT2e  0. Let ρ be a positive real, such that ρ2 	= r1r2. By [7, Theorem 2.2] the matrix Dˆ
is EDM iff it has precisely one positive eigenvalue and there exists wˆ ∈ Rk+, such that Dˆwˆ = e and
wˆ
T
e  0.
First, let us show that Dˆ has only one positive eigenvalue iffρ2 > r1r2. By Lemma 1, the eigenvalues
of Dˆ are nonpositive eigenvalues of matrices D1 and D2 together with eigenvalues of the matrix
⎡
⎣r1 ρ
ρ r2
⎤
⎦ .
Its eigenvalues are
r1 + r2 ±
√
(r1 + r2)2 + 4(ρ2 − r1r2)
2
. (6)
If ρ2 − r1r2 > 0, then
√
(r1 + r2)2 + 4(ρ2 − r1r2) > r1 + r2, and Dˆ has only one positive eigenvalue.
Conversely, if Dˆ has only one positive eigenvalue,
r1 + r2 −
√
(r1 + r2)2 + 4(ρ2 − r1r2)  0,
hence (r1 + r2)2  (r1 + r2)2 + 4(ρ2 − r1r2), and ρ2 − r1r2  0. But since ρ2 − r1r2 	= 0, it follows
ρ2 > r1r2.
Now let us show that there exists a vector wˆ, such that Dˆwˆ = e and wˆTe  0, under some
assumptions on ρ . Define
wˆ =
⎡
⎣w1 + ρr1r2−ρ2
(
ρ
r1
(uTe) − vTe
)
u
w2 + ρr1r2−ρ2
(
ρ
r2
(vTe) − uTe
)
v
⎤
⎦ .
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Then
Dˆwˆ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
e + ρ
(
vTw2 − r1r1r2−ρ2 (vTe) +
ρ2
r2(r1r2−ρ2) (v
Te)
)
u
e + ρ
(
uTw1 − r1r1r2−ρ2 (uTe) +
ρ2
r1(r1r2−ρ2) (u
Te)
)
v
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎣e + ρ
(
( 1
r2
D2v)
Tw2 − 1r2 (vTe)
)
u
e + ρ
(
( 1
r1
D1u)
Tw1 − 1r1 (uTe)
)
v
⎤
⎦ = e.
Let us denote
ϕ := (u
Te)2
r1
+ (v
Te)2
r2
− eTw1 − eTw2.
By the proof of Theorem 3 it follows that
(uTe)2  r1eTw1 and (vTe)2  r2eTw2, (7)
thus ϕ  0. Therefore
eT wˆ = eTw1 + eTw2 + ρ
r1r2 − ρ2
(
ρ
r1
(uTe)2 + ρ
r2
(vTe)2 − 2(uTe)(vTe)
)
= 1
r1r2 − ρ2
(
ϕρ2 − 2(uTe)(vTe)ρ + r1r2(eTw1 + eTw2)
)
. (8)
If ϕ > 0, then (8) is a quadratic equation in the variable ρ and can be factorized as
eT wˆ = 1
r1r2 − ρ2
(
ρ − (u
Te)(vTe) + √β
ϕ
)(
ρ − (u
Te)(vTe) − √β
ϕ
)
.
Clearly eT wˆ  0 iff β  0 and
(uTe)(vTe) − √β
ϕ
 ρ  (u
Te)(vTe) + √β
ϕ
,
i.e., ρ ∈ [α−, α+].
We are left with the case ϕ = 0. This can happen iff in (7) in both inequalities the equalities
are reached. A short computation reveals that this is possible only if u = 1√
k
e and v = 1√

e. Then
w1 = 1r1 e andw2 = 1r2 e. Now the quadratic equation (8) becomes linear,
eT wˆ = 1
ρ2 − r1r2
(
2(uTe)(vTe)ρ − r1r2(eTw1 + eTw2)
)
.
Hence eT wˆ  0 iff
ρ  r1r2(e
Tw1 + eTw2)
2(uTe)(vTe)
= r2
2
√
k

+ r1
2
√

k
,
and the proof is complete. 
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Remark 4 [7]. The case ρ = √r1r2 should be considered separately. In this case take
wˆ =
⎡
⎣w1 − uT er1+r2 u
w2 − vT er1+r2 v
⎤
⎦ ,
such that Dˆwˆ = e iff √r2uTe = √r1vTe. Then Dˆ is EDM iff for such wˆ, wˆTe  0.
4. Inverse eigenvalue problem for Euclidean distance matrices
ByTheorem2, the symmetric nonnegativematrixMnwith zero diagonal has prescribed eigenvalues
λ
(n)
1 := −∑ni=2 λi, λ2, λ3, . . . , λn, with exactly one of them being positive. A natural question arises:
What are the necessary and sufficient conditions forMn to be an Euclidean distance matrix?
First, let us consider a nonsingular matrixMn.
Lemma 5. Let the matrix Mn be nonsingular. Then
M
−1
2 = −
1
λ2
⎡
⎣0 1
1 0
⎤
⎦ ,
M
−1
k =
⎡
⎢⎣M
−1
k−1 + λk−1ρ2k−1 uk−1u
T
k−1 1ρk uk−1
1
ρk
uTk−1
ρ2k−1
ρ2kλk−1
⎤
⎥⎦ , k = 3, 4, . . . , n.
Proof. By using the relations
λk−1
ρ2k−1
= − 1
λ
(k−1)
1
, Mk−1uk−1 = λ(k−1)1 uk−1, uTk−1M−1k−1 =
1
λ
(k−1)
1
uTk−1, (9)
a straightforward calculation confirms thatMkM
−1
k = I. 
This yields the following result.
Lemma 6. The solution of the equations Mkwk = e is
wk =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
wk−1 +
(
λk−1
ρ2k−1
uTk−1e + 1ρk
)
uk−1
1
ρk
(
uTk−1e + ρ
2
k−1
ρkλk−1
)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , k =  + 1,  + 2, . . . , n,
withw = [−
√
 − 1/λ, 0, . . . , 0,−
√
 − 1/λ]T ∈ R. Here
uTe =
1√
2
(1 + √ − 1),
uTke =
(
1 − ρk
λk
uTk−1e
)
1
‖vk‖ , ‖vk‖ =
√√√√
1 − λ
(k)
1
λk
. (10)
Proof. For a nonsingular matrixMk , an application of Lemma 5 yields the result. A short computation
with the help of (9) confirms the result also for a singular matrix Mk. Alternatively, the construction
could be obtained from the proof of Theorem 3. 
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Note that uTk−1e > 0 by Perron–Frobenius theorem, and clearly, wTe = −2
√
 − 1/λ > 0. A
straightforward computation yields
wTke = wTk−1e + uTk−1e
(
λk−1
ρ2k−1
uTk−1e +
2
ρk
)
+ ρ
2
k−1
ρ2kλk−1
= wTk−1e +
λk−1
ρ2k−1
(
uTk−1e +
ρ2k−1
ρkλk−1
)2
= −2
√
 − 1
λ
+
k∑
j=+1
λj−1
ρ2j−1
(
uTj−1e +
ρ2j−1
ρjλj−1
)2
. (11)
Here the relations (9) and (10) can be applied.
Thus the matrixM is EDM for every λ < 0. For k > , the expression (11) has to be nonnegative,
in order forMk to be EDM.
Theorem 7. Let λ1 > 0 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn,∑ni=1 λi = 0, be eigenvalues of the matrix Mn, defined by
(2). The matrix Mn is an Euclidean distance matrix iffw
T
ne, given in (11), is nonnegative.
Proof. Since by Theorem 2 the matrix Mn has exactly one positive eigenvalue λ1 and is by its con-
struction symmetric with zero diagonal, it is by a characterization of Euclidean distance matrices [7,
Theorem 2.2] enough to prove that there exists wn ∈ Rn, such that Mnwn = e and wTne ≥ 0. The
vector, satisfying the first requirement, is provided by Lemma 6. 
Remark 5. The requirement wTne ≥ 0, expressed in (11), provides nonlinear conditions on the given
data λi. Note that the relations include the fact, that the leading principal submatrices of Mn have to
be EDMs, too.
Lemma 8. Let λ+1 ≤ λ. The matrix M+1 is EDM iff the following relation is satisfied,
λ+1 ∈ [b− , λ],
where
b
±
 :=
4
(x ± 1)2
(
(x ± 1)2 +
√
8 + (x ± 1)4
) λ,
and x := 4
√
 − 1.
Proof. By Theorem 3 together with Theorem 2 and (11), the bounds α∓ on ρ+1 are obtained. Some
further computation and a careful analysis of resulting quadratic inequalities yield
λ+1 ∈ [b− , b+ ].
It is straightforward to verify that λ ≤ b+ , and this completes the proof. 
Remark 6. The restrictions in Lemma 8 depend on . If λ+1 = λ, then ρ+1 =
√
2ρ = −
√
2λ,
and the matrixM+1 is EDM only for  ≤ 17.
The previous result is quite a limitation for a sequential construction of an EDM by adding one new
smallest eigenvalue at a time. Such a construction could stop at some step without a possibility of
carrying on. If this assumption is omitted, the construction is possible within some limitations.
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Theorem 9. There exists an admissible interval [b−k , b+k ] ⊂ (−∞, 0) for λk, with
b
∓
k := −
2 λ
(k−1)
1(
uTk−1e ±
√
λ
(k−1)
1 w
T
k−1e
)2 · 1
1 +
√√√√1 + 4(
uTk−1e±
√
λ
(k−1)
1 w
T
k−1e
)2
,
such that φk(λk) := wTke ≥ 0.
Proof. First, note that φk is a continuous function in (−∞, 0) and that the sum in (11) is negative.
Furthermore,
wTke = wTk−1e +
λk−1
ρ2k−1
(
uTk−1e +
ρ2k−1
ρkλk−1
)2
→ wTk−1e −
1
λ
(k−1)
1
(uTk−1e)2 (12)
as λk → −∞. But by (5),
wTk−1e −
1
λ
(k−1)
1
(uTk−1e)2 < 0,
since uk−1 is not collinear with e and hence there is a strict inequality in (5).
From (12) it can be seen thatwTke → −∞ as λk ↑ 0 and
d
dλk
φk = − 1
ρ3k
(
uTk−1e +
ρ2k−1
ρkλk−1
)
(−λ(k−1)1 + 2λk).
Thus φk has precisely one local maximum in (−∞, 0), reached at
λ∗k = −
2 λ
(k−1)
1
uTk−1e
(
λ
(k−1)
1 +
√
(λ
(k−1)
1 )
2 + 4 λ(k−1)1
uTk−1e
) .
Clearly, φk(λ
∗
k ) = wTk−1e ≥ 0, thus there exists an admissible interval [b−k , b+k ] ⊂ (−∞, 0) for
λk , determined by zeros of φk . After some computation, the nonlinear equation φk(λk) = 0 can be
rewritten as a quadratic equation for λk , where additionally, two possibilities, arising from squaring
the equation, need to be analyzed. This results in 4 solutions, but 2 of them are not admissible, since
they are positive. The remaining solutions b
∓
k together with the described behavior of the function φk
conclude the proof. 
Remark 7. Note that the admissibility interval shrinks to a point λ∗k , if wTk−1e = 0. Since the sum in
(11) is negative, the length of the interval [b−k , b+k ] in general decreases to 0 with growing k.
If we require that λk ≤ λk−1, the upper bound for the choice of λk is a nonincreasing function
of k, and a problem with a sequential construction of an EDM occurs if b
−
k > λk−1. In such a case a
change of previous eigenvalues is needed, such that conditions of Theorem 7 are satisfied. This enables
a construction of larger EDMs, but loses the desired nature of the IEP EDM problem.
If the successive numbers λk are not ordered, arbitrarily large EDMs can be constructed, if the
eigenvalues λk are chosen from intervals [b−k , b+k ], defined in Theorem 9.
The main limitation of the presented approach, observed in Remark 3, is the requirement that
in Theorem 3 the Perron eigenvector is used in the construction of bordered matrix, and thus all
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leading principal submatrices have prescribed eigenvalues. To solve this problem in general, a different
approach will be needed.
Another approach how to tackle the problem of sequential construction of an EDM, is to apply
Theorem 4. In some cases the spectra can be split into two parts, and EDM matrices D1 and D2 with
prescribed spectra can be constructed. If the assumptions of Theorem 4 are satisfied, one obtains an
EDM with prescribed eigenvalues together with a new negative eigenvalue and the corresponding
Perron eigenvalue (see (6)).
5. Examples
Let us conclude the paper by some examples. First, let us construct a symmetric nonnegativematrix
with zero diagonal and eigenvalues −1,−200, −3000,−40000,−500000 and 543201,
D =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 141.774 1551.37 14952 135074
1 0 141.774 1551.37 14952 135074
141.774 141.774 0 2188.5 21092.7 190547
1551.37 1551.37 2188.5 0 28913.9 261203
14952 14952 21092.7 28913.9 0 361352
135074 135074 190547 261203 361352 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
by using (2). Note that the matrix D is not EDM, since the corresponding wTe = −0.00049, but its
leading principal submatrix of size 4 is EDM.
As a second example, let us construct an EDM with eigenvalues −1,−2, . . . , −k and k(k + 1)/2.
The construction can be carried out until k = 14. The corresponding valueswTj e are shown in Table 1.
If −15 is added to the spectrum, the resulting matrix is not EDM anymore, sincewT16e = −0.001.
But some permutation of eigenvalues can lead to an EDM, for example if k = 19, and we order the
negative eigenvalues as −1,−2,−10,−3,−4,−18,−6,−19,−8,−11, −17,−5,−9,−7,−16,
−15,−12,−14,−13.
An alternative way to avoid this problem is to construct EDMs D1 with eigenvalues −1,−3, . . . ,−15 and D2 with eigenvalues −2,−4, . . . ,−14. Here wTe(D1) = 0.07 and wTe(D2) = 0.11. If we
take ρ = 83.85 ∈ [α−, α+] = [59.89, 120.37] and use Theorem 4, the resulting matrix is EDMwith
eigenvalues −1,−2, . . . ,−15 and −23.95, 143.95.
Table 1
Construction of an EDM with negative eigenvalues −1,−2, . . . ,−k.
λj −1 −2 −3 −4 −5 −6 −7 −8 −9 −10 −11 −12 −13 −14
wTj e2 0.98 0.64 0.46 0.34 0.27 0.21 0.16 0.13 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.01
Table 2
Construction by using unordered admissible eigenvalues.
k λk w
T
k e [b−k , b+k ]
50 −10 1.4 [−2.22931, −0.111956]
51 −1.07596 0.638181 [−1.09134, −0.15639]
52 −0.313009 0.635631 [−1.08586, −0.156395]
53 −0.251166 0.568287 [−0.987141, −0.161144]
54 −0.545484 0.410772 [−0.828302, −0.179206]
55 −0.437008 0.363314 [−0.785359, −0.186227]
56 −0.58494 0.187426 [−0.613773, −0.220174]
57 −0.504901 0.0977203 [−0.522209, −0.249657]
58 −0.415578 0.0773968 [−0.500496, −0.259432]
59 −0.478392 0.0171767 [−0.41584, −0.305288]
60 −0.373645 0.0151735 [−0.412289, −0.308296]
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Similarly, three steps can be done by constructing EDMs D1 with negative eigenvalues−1,−4, . . . ,−19, D2 with negative eigenvalues −2,−5, . . . ,−20 and D3 with eigenvalues−3,−6, . . . ,−18. If we apply Theorem 4 twice, first with ρ = 85.74 ∈ [73.6, 137.5], and later with
ρ = 108.39 ∈ [101.9, 123.8], we obtain an EDM with eigenvalues −1,−2, . . . ,−20 and additional
eigenvalues −7.45,−12.31 and 229.76.
As the last example, let us consider unordered lambdas, where the next appropriate λk ∈ [b−k , b+k ]
is chosen randomly. In Table 2 the construction is started with  = 50, and the corresponding bounds
and choices of λk together with values w
T
ke are shown. Note that the freedom for the choice of λk
becomes more and more limited.
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